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The 2009 EJN GA was dynamic, focused and pragmatic. The
AGM saw an injection of new and younger members to the Board,
a possibility created by some longstanding Board members standing down to ensure that the Board fully reflected the expanding and
increasingly younger membership – itself reflective of the evolving
European jazz scene.
One significant feature of the EJN is that it is rooted in the music it represents and is passionate about. Each evening showcased
an array of jazz from the contemporary British scene presented in
the Glasgow Royal Concert Hall, the Old Fruitmarket (a spectacular
venue in Glasgow’s Merchant City) and at the Park Inn. The showcases, presented in association with Glasgow UNESCO City of Music (which also supported the EJN in coming to Glasgow) attracted
the public in impressive numbers. This is a true reflection of the
appetite for jazz in Glasgow which has been built by the Glasgow
International Jazz Festival, who were the hosts for the 2009 EJN
General Assembly.
Looking forward, there is a real opportunity to capture the commitment of an expanding network of European countries wishing to
be part of the EJN, a younger membership and an insatiable energy
for jazz, in all its manifestations.

Purpose of EJN General Assembly

General introduction

Two years ago I reported from the Europe Jazz Network General
Assembly (EJN GA) in Belgium. At that time I reflected that this is a
collective with huge potential. In 2007 there were many ideas about
how the EJN will move forward and how it can learn, not only from
the collective experience, but also from examples of excellence
within its membership.
It is interesting to reflect, two years later, how the organisation
has moved forward. The EJN GA in Glasgow was clearly a participant led gathering. This contrasts to 2007 when the EJN was more
about ‘attend and discuss’ rather than ‘attend and act’. The appetite for action was exemplified in breakout sessions which focused
on topics posed by individual members where pertinent questions
were addressed and first-hand experience and knowledge shared.
A common theme across the Glasgow EJN GA was ‘what next?’
There was a palpable appetite to ensure that the EJN was not just a
talking shop, but a spring-board for action. Individuals and organisations were signing up to commit to being part of, for example,
an international ‘tourism focused’ jazz consortium and also to be
part of a network to promote bands selected through the 12 Points
programme (a project produced by the Improvised Music Company
in collaboration with Vestnorsk Jazzsenter).

2 General introduction

The EJN General Assembly brings together the membership of the
Europe Jazz Network for networking, to receive information, to discuss pressing topics facing the jazz sector, to share experience and
to hear specially scheduled jazz showcases.
        Over 150 people gathered in Glasgow over the weekend, made
up of EJN members, invited guests, media contacts, promoters and
stakeholders (such as funders) from across the UK and beyond
whose work engages with the jazz scene.

General introduction
by David Francis
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Friday 25 September 2009

The day was divided into a number of sessions, some for
the whole assembly others for small interest groups.

European & National Policies
Speakers:
Rt Hon Michael Connarty, MP (UK)
Francesco Martinelli, Sienna Jazz Archives (Italy)
Louise Mitchell, Glasgow UNESCO City of Music (UK)
Rt Hon Michael Connarty, MP holds many positions including: Chair of European Scrutiny Committee in the UK
Parliament; Chair of the House of Commons All Party Jazz
Appreciation Group; Chair of the Scottish National Jazz
Orchestra.
Michael Connarty spoke about copyright in music and
in jazz, which is an under-resourced, marginalised music across Europe. He noted that significant issues exist
around copyright and the non payment for the use of digital music and the difference in copyright terms across Europe. He advocated for the need to galvanise support from
all appropriate bodies and interested parties because jazz
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needs new alliances to assist with reforms to copyright.
He stressed the importance of allies to create and sustain opportunities for vital initiatives, such as the Scottish
National Jazz Orchestra (SNJO) and the Scottish Youth
Jazz Orchestra (SYJO), citing these as examples of what
should be happening across all European cities and stressing that they should be funded on the same basis as classical orchestras. In order to achieve this, the jazz community needs to lobby to increase awareness of the breadth
and importance of its activities. This can be achieved by
advocacy across many platforms including the political –
motivating all national organisations (e.g., Jazz Services
in the UK and national music centres in other countries)
and media outlets (e.g., broadcasters, specialist and mainstream press) to work on behalf of the cause. It was noted
that EJN could lobby parliamentarians for support.
Francesco Martinelli is an original founder of EJN and
the head of the Sienna Jazz Archives which has four main
facets: School, Concerts, Archive and Advocacy. Francesco talked about the existence and legitimacy of the idea
of European jazz – inspired by USA traditions, which in
itself has many antecedents, but which has morphed into
its own entity. At the end of World War II jazz helped to

bring back many of the musical procedures that were virtually extinct in European music, including: notation, equal
temperament, pianos in domestic homes and improvisation, illustrating this with examples of interesting musicians living and working in Europe at the time, including
Joe Harriott, the Jamaican saxophonist who migrated to
the UK in the 1950s and who was an important pioneer
of free jazz. Francesco maintained that four of the most
important issues for jazz today are: the need to be wary
of attaching labels to European jazz; the need to let European jazz develop naturally; the need for major investments in jazz education in Europe because the USA academies present a style of teaching that is counter-intuitive
to innovation; and the need for major investments in jazz
presentation because the right context is of the utmost importance and can assist in teaching, innovation, challenge
and risk-taking.
Louise Mitchell is the Director of Glasgow UNESCO City
of Music – which celebrates the variety, identity and impact of music in Glasgow. Other UNESCO cities of Music are Ghent, Bologna and Seville. Louise spoke about
networking – the essence being to absorb ideas, to ask
questions and to mingle with others outside the genre and

outside the jazz comfort zone. The potential for personal
development was also cited as an important aspect of networking and she was excited that the EJN GA was in Glasgow to take advantage of exactly these opportunities. She
extended a warm welcome to the City.

There followed a series of small group sessions. Each is
reported here adopting the following format, as appropriate:
•  Session Title
•  Host
•  Introduction
•  Proposal
•  Discussion
•  Actions
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12 Points Mobility Project
Hosted by: Gerry Godley, Improvised Music Company,
Dublin (Ireland)

Introduction: The 12 Points Mobility Project which originated in
Dublin, Ireland is focused on selecting and supporting emerging
bands from Europe and providing them with performance opportunities across the continent in order to ensure there are strong foundations for future programming.

Proposal: That a consortium of EJN members is created to deliver an international touring circuit which is committed to presenting
bands selected to take part in 12 Points and that a selection panel
made up of EJN members is formed to select bands for 12 Points.

Discussion: Gerry Godley noted that while bands such as Ilmiliekki
(Finland) had created a lot of energy and had been part of the 12
Points Festival in Dublin, they were unable to develop as well as they
might because of the difficulties of being able to get presented by a
range of different promoters across Europe.
This proposal focuses on creating a touring infrastructure for
bands who are successful in being selected for the 12 Points Mobility Project. The main ambition is to establish at least 10 committed
partner organisations to create a touring consortium. Individuals from
three of the partners will form the panel which selects the bands to
take part. The main points of the discussion were:
• A panel of credible and respected jazz festival programmers
and jazz promoters would be formed to select bands.
• The panel will select three bands (following an open application
process) for a showcase initially at the Stavanger edition of the
12 Points Festival in 2010. The bands will be encouraged to stay
for the whole festival to network and interact with other bands,
rather than just perform one concert and leave immediately
afterwards.
• The successful bands would then tour to a range of countries
where promoters have signed up to present them. Participating
promoters are not necessarily restricted to being members of
the EJN.
• It is anticipated that external funding would cover some costs
(travel, hotels, etc) but that the individual promoters will have
to pay a fee (which would have a ceiling of around €2,000 )
regardless of the size of the band.
• The thrust of the initiative is a mobility project, designed to provide a ‘step-up’ for emerging bands, in order that they can mature
to build a sustainable career. The initiative was described as
“mezzanine level”, indicating its status as a transition stage for
the bands.
• The success of the initiative will rely on funding support. Given
funding cycles the proposal is to develop this initiative for 2010,
with an aim of achieving EU funding for 2011 to provide some
ongoing stability.
• It is anticipated that 12 Points will include some marketing support for the promoters willing to present the successful bands.
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The ambition is that this programme will develop on the WOMEX
model of alternating the ‘home’ host with new hosts. This would
mean 12 Points Dublin would be the host every other year, with the
intervening years being hosted by partner organisations (before the
individual bands tour to other participating promoters). At present
the 2010 edition of 12 Points is based on a partnership between Improvised Music Company and Stavanger Jazzforum and has a track
record of success – hence the proposal to extend the model.
It was noted that a key component of this initiative will be how the
bands are supported to gain the best possible advantage from having been selected. This will avoid creating a community of bands
which are “stuck in a circuit of showcasing” and help them build a
career which goes beyond the showcase circuit.

Outcome: 14 organisations/promoters signed up to create a
consortium to promote bands selected for 12 Points (on a show
of hands).
Actions:
•
•
•
•
•
		
•
		

Follow up with interested promoters.
Create a proposal for central administration.
Propose how the scheme can be branded as an EJN initiative.
Submit a funding proposal to the EU.
Create a panel (made up of respected individuals within the
sector) to select the bands.
Aim to have first full operational year of the scheme in
partnership with EJN members and fully funded by 2011.

Nordjazz Baltic Sea Expansion
Hosted by: Christian Dalgas, Copenhagen Jazz Festival
(Denmark), Annamaija Saarela, Raahe Festival (Finland)
and Bo Grønningsæter, Vestnorsk Jazzsenter (Norway)
Introduction and Proposal: Nordjazz – the network of Scandinavian Jazz Organisations - has devised a plan to expand an existing
and successful touring network by developing it into the neighbouring countries around the Baltic Sea which would include Denmark,
Estonia, Germany, Faroe Islands, Finland, Iceland, Latvia, Lithuania,
Norway, Poland, Russia, Sweden.
Nordjazz Baltic Sea Expansion would be administered from Denmark. It is looking for at least 10 partners (festivals, clubs, promoters,
national agencies), with one main partner in each Baltic Sea country
(can also have other local partners to assist with scope of the touring) and will seek funds from the European Commission (EC).
Activities will be touring, exchange and presentation of young Nordic/Baltic musicians across all the Nordic/Baltic countries. The goal
will be to expand networks and collaborative opportunities, encourage and facilitate creative touring and exchange bands within Nordic/Baltic countries (and ultimately beyond). The network will have a
strong economic imperative and will require a financial commitment
Friday 25 September 2009 7

from each main partner as well as the funds potentially secured from
the EC.

sector in which organisations often only employ a small number of
people.

Discussion: This plan was building on a successful model and was

Discussion: The mood in the session was very positive. It was rec-

clear in its aims. It will start in the spring of 2011 with a circuit covering 12 countries and will include 20 bands from the region. The leaders/presenters are looking for partners to participate, in order to raise
funds from the EC.

ognised that the EJN, because of the diversity of its membership,
could provide some very interesting and productive experiences for
people who work for EJN organisations.
There were concerns about the fact that EJN members often employ very modest numbers of people, and in some cases staff are
part-time or voluntary. Therefore an exchange programme such as
the one proposed may not benefit all members for practical and financial reasons. However, as the exchanges are only a maximum of
two weeks this should not be too disruptive as it is only equivalent to
an individual taking a vacation, which most organisations are able to
accommodate.
It was considered that an exchange programme such as this would
provide a positive additional element to future EC funding bids, especially as the EC has an interest in the international exchange of skills
and developing a skilled workforce across the European Union.

Actions: Several Nordic/Baltic organisations were interested and
they were confident that further discussion would lead to enough
partners to make it financially viable.
It should be noted that representatives from countries outside
Scandinavia and the Baltic States were interested in this model and
it would be useful for it to be monitored and discussed by a wider set
of constituents.

International Association of Music Information
Centres (IAMIC): sharing best practice

Actions: Paul Gompes agreed to create a proposal for the EJN
Board for approval before rolling out the initiative to EJN members.

Hosted by: Paul Gompes, Netherlands Music Centre
(The Netherlands)

Introduction: IAMIC is a worldwide network. IAMIC is a similar international network of organisations to EJN, but in the main focused
on contemporary classical music, although many of its members
would claim a broader remit covering ‘music of our time’.
The individual members are focused on promoting, showcasing
and documenting their national composers’ work.
This session focused on the potential for EJN members to exchange administrative staff. IAMIC has developed a successful programme of exchange among its members which the EJN may wish
to emulate.

Proposal: It is proposed that EJN members adopt a staff exchange
programme, whereby staff employed or engaged with EJN network
members would submit a proposal to work at another EJN member
organisation for a short secondment of up to two weeks.
The EJN Board would decide which applications to support and
would provide a bursary which represents no more than 60% of the
total cost of the secondment (with 40% being provided by the host
organisation or the individual themselves). In the experience of IAMIC
the total cost is not often more than €1,400 so the sums are rarely
prohibitive.
EJN members would have the opportunity to learn from their colleagues through this exchange programme. They would also gain a
genuine international dimension to their work by hosting an individual
from another EJN member. There is also the potential to use this programme to generate new partnerships and to create developmental
opportunities within EJN which will enhance the network.
Each exchange would be fully evaluated to inform learning across
the EJN and would enable mobility for staff, which is an issue in a
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Addressing gender in jazz
Hosted by: Lennart Strömbäck, Umea Jazz Festival (Sweden)
Introduction: Jazz is heavily dominated by men and this was a discussion to probe ways in which to increase and improve the conditions for women in jazz. The areas to be covered are possibilities,
professional development and legacy.

Discussion: The discussion revolved around layers of interpretation, possibilities and challenges. The groups talked about general
experiences from different areas of work and recognised the need for
role models to encourage activities from young females.

Actions: It was decided that this was an ongoing topic for
discussion which could include the following areas: develop
an education programme for female students and look towards the provision of space for female musicians to develop skills and to provide opportunities to play.
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EJN Membership touring
Hosted by: Ferran Lopez, ContraBaix, Barcelona (Spain)
Introduction: This session focused on how to develop opportunities for European musicians to work more extensively in areas which
have hitherto traditionally favoured visiting Americans.

Proposal: To move to a more integrated European scene. The idea
is two-fold – to create exchange opportunities for musicians to work
in Barcelona and Spanish artists to work elsewhere, as well as an
idea to develop a database of information about musicians in each
country in the EU to make it easier to share information.

Discussion: Several ways of sharing information already exist
and can be exercised in a lot of contexts, these include:
• Networking between EJN members (formally and informally)
to develop ideas, contexts, collaborations and new projects.
• Observe the way successful inter-country touring networks
operate, e.g., Nord Jazz, Ruhr’s work in the European Capital
of Culture in 2010.
• National organisations like AFIJMA (France) and Swedish Jazz
Federation provide financial assistance for young bands to play
in other European countries.
• Music Information Centres, overview bodies and advocacy
organisations (such as Jazz Services in the UK) maintain
databases of musicians on their websites.
• Collectives – EJN has been encouraging a Europe-wide ‘collective
of collectives’ for several years and these networks and
relationships are a source of interesting musicians across many
European countries.
In terms of developing audiences, the discussion included
the following:
• The project needs a context and ideas and partners because a
strong platform is imperative for financial support. This can be
achieved by working across a variety of venues from cafés to
galleries to concert halls, etc.
• Start small and simple because it takes a lot of time to establish
a brand that makes sense in environments where it is difficult to
get broad public attention.
• A political platform helps; there is a need to work on advocacy
and to develop the right partners.
• We should be careful with starting too many initiatives that
are not well funded as they tend to lose momentum and grind to
a halt after a few years.
• It was identified that there is a disparity in funding and finances
between Scandinavia and northern Europe in comparison to
Southern Europe, thereby making it challenging to ‘share’ or
present work from north Europe in southern Europe.
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Actions: New ideas for EJN to explore:
• Investigate a way for EJN to assist by compiling, hosting or linking
to databases containing information about European musicians.
• Curate an organised tour period via EJN networks and resources,
e.g., website.
• Devise and develop an EJN commission/s – that could be
shared by the members.
• Provide assistance with brokering relationships with advocacy
organisations and cultural agencies (e.g. culture departments
at embassies).
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Discussion: It was agreed that this is a necessary piece of work

Saturday 26 September 2009

The second full day of the Assembly opened with small group
sessions.

EJN research: update
Hosted by: Joe Paice, Jazz Services (UK)
Introduction: The membership of the EJN collectively holds a
significant amount of data about their audiences (size and spend),
funders, programme (i.e., artists engaged), and their organisation’s financial performance and organisational structure (employees, etc).
If this data could be collated across the EJN, the network would
be able to construct compelling evidence to demonstrate the value
and impact of jazz activities across Europe (based on a representative sample). This would give strength to EJN funding bids, especially
to the EC.

Proposal: It is proposed that EJN continue the research project to
collect its members’ data and that members are given incentives to
forward or report basic information regularly according to a pro-forma.
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and since proposed in 2007 it has made slow progress, although
Jazz Services in the UK have been collating data, albeit with a very
low response rate from EJN members.
One of the issues discussed was a lack of ‘standardisation’ across
the network in terms of how organisations collect and report their
information. It was also noted that this is because the members of
EJN vary from those who employ large teams and receive funding, to
those which are run far more informally and rely solely on box office
sales for their income.
Diversity (of organisational model) was not considered to be a
problem. In fact it was considered important to note the extent to
which the organisations themselves are subsiding jazz in Europe by
making events happen no matter what the challenges or financial
risks.
There was a recognised lack of motivation on the part of EJN
members to report regularly, especially given pressures on people’s
time. It is important therefore that a reporting structure is developed
which is easy and straight forward. It is also important that the purpose of collecting the data and how it will be applied is made clear;
if the members cannot ‘see’ the outcome they are unlikely to invest
time to contribute and/or collect their data.
It was noted that even if all members responded, the results would
not be Europe-wide (because not all EU countries are represented
within the membership) and some territories would have greater representation than others. However, overall it was considered that the
sample would be valid and representative.
The topic of who will be undertaking the research and be responsible for it was discussed. Following an intervention from Jazz Services (UK), it had been proposed that, in the first instance Teesside
Business School were being asked to scope and design the research
model and to create a data collection system which would work effectively across the EJN’s membership (including standardised audience surveys).
It was also proposed that the EJN Board consider making reporting
a mandatory part of membership, given that, at present, members do
not have such a condition of membership.
It should be noted that there was collective agreement that this
work is important and that members are committed to engaging, as
long as a workable model can be established which yields tangible
results for the network (i.e., members do not want to feel that they
are spending time reporting information which then does not get
used).

Actions:
•
		
		
•
		
		
		

Jazz Services to contact Teesside Business School to
explore the possibility of it delivering the first phase of
this research project.
EJN Board to consider a motion to make reporting a
mandatory condition of EJN membership – given the
potential importance of this collective data to future funding
of the network and the wider importance for jazz in Europe.
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Jazz and Cultural Tourism
Hosted by: Jamie Forrest, Bath Festivals (UK)
Introduction: This session was built on the premise that many jazz
festivals take place in towns, cities and geographical regions that are
tourist destinations. There is the potential to develop ‘jazz tourists’,
i.e., people interested in visiting a destination not only for great jazz
but also for the opportunity to visit an interesting tourist destination.
The hypothesis is that EJN members could actively promote other
members’ festivals which take place in tourist destinations therefore
encouraging audience members to travel to different destinations
across Europe.

Many EJN members collect data about their audiences and there
is potential to use this data intelligently to establish which audience
members are likely to be interested in ‘jazz tourism’ opportunities,
or have the resources to take advantage of such opportunities. This
would require targeted marketing and a willingness to share data. An
additional point which emerged from this session is the importance
of interpretation – i.e., how work is presented. It was noted that it is
important to address audiences in their own language, so a jazz tourism initiative would require a commitment on the part of the partners
to interpret their work in a range of languages to ensure accessibility.

Actions: A working group will be formed - led by Bath Festivals
(UK) with the core principles to be established leading to a firm proposal for EJN members.

Proposal:
• To develop a network of festivals which work together to promote
each-other’s events, linked to a tourist agenda.
• To establish a network of festivals which subscribe to promoting
each other’s destinations according to a specified set of criteria,
and which will be managed centrally (initially at Bath Festivals).
This proposal recognises that the collective audience of the EJN
runs to several millions of people and there is potential through this
initiative to share parts of that audience across the network.

Discussion: It was agreed that there is a real opportunity for EJN
members to engage more fully with the tourist agenda in their respective in towns, cities or regions by:
• programming in venues of particular interest to tourists.
• partnering with local tourist agencies to build packages which
include tickets to concerts and to local tourist attractions.
• tying in with national initiatives, such as Capital of Culture,
UNESCO City of Culture, etc.
It was noted that in some countries there were government incentives and funding to create ‘cultural packages’. Finland in particular
has positive experience of this, as does Malta which actively promotes their region and other complementary festivals.
There was a discussion about the difference between bringing industry professionals to a festival and simply attracting tourists who
are interested in jazz (i.e., jazz tourists). It was agreed that there was
equal benefit of promoting to professionals and jazz tourists alike, because individuals cannot easily be pigeon-holed in this way. Indeed
professional visitors are often treated to a tourist-like experience as
part of their visit which often results in future visits. For instance, during this EJN GA in Glasgow a visit to a whisky distillery was part of
the schedule of events.
It was noted that cross promotion of EJN members’ festivals would
have to be handled carefully to avoid promoting festivals which clash
(in terms of dates) as this would be counter-productive for the festivals and audiences alike.
There is also the opportunity to promote on the back of a popular
touring band i.e., see this band next in ‘XX’ and visit ‘YY’, thus encouraging the audience to travel.
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Media/Press
Hosted by: Peter Schulze, JazzAhead (Germany)
Proposal: To develop a research project to find ways to increase
the profile of jazz via high quality writing, in the European print media
and with an increased online presence.

Discussion: The session revolved around the reasons why it is difficult to get a lot of press coverage for jazz in Europe, the two most
prominent being that it is a challenging time to keep specialist magazines in business and the language barriers – there are 23 languages in Europe and translations are costly. It also included discussion
about archives, digital media, blogging and online advertising.

Actions:
• The establishment of a working group which includes: Francesco
Martinelli (Sienna Jazz Archives), Christine Stephan (Jazzthetik),
Madli-Liis Parts (Tallinn 2011 Foundation), Jan Granlie
(Norskjazz Forum), Thierry Quénum (Jazz Magazine/Jazz.com),
Kirsten Mackness (RiotSquad).
• EJN funds are already committed to build a database of key jazz
journalists and writers from all EJN member countries – when
complete this will be hosted on the EJN website – the work is
being undertaken by RiotSquad.
• The media list is to be added to and updated by each EJN
member country.
• Further discussion will be had on how to involve translators
and how to fund translations.
• Develop and roll out to other countries the project conceived by
Jazzwise and London Jazz Festival called ‘The Write Stuff’ – to
provide reciprocal opportunities for jazz journalists.
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Advocacy
Hosted by: Ian Smith, Scottish Arts Council (UK)
Introduction: Advocacy is an ongoing theme for the EJN - it featured heavily in last year’s conference and this session was aimed at
keeping this important topic very much on the agenda.
The EJN is part of a large Europe-wide jazz movement and has the
potential to be a very strong international force. Advocacy and networking are important because they can assist the EJN to raise its
profile and enable it to build a better case for all the things that it
wants to do. This session explored the ways in which the EJN members can work collectively for the EJN, as well as working for themselves, in each local context.

Proposal: There was no specific motion for this session, but it was
noted that the EJN must continue to invest in its advocacy strategy
both on a Europe-wide and national level.

Discussion: It was noted that effective advocacy relies on the advocate understanding the ‘rules of engagement’ of their audience.
Therefore a positive and effective advocate is someone who will tailor their message according to the particular interest of the person or
organisation to whom they are advocating.
In order to achieve this, it is important that advocates in the sector
have core information and data at their disposal so that they can apply this in the most appropriate way.
It was recognised that there is a certain opportunistic element related to advocacy. For instance a high profile individual, artist or politician may emerge with a particular interest in jazz. This individual can
be nurtured and used for the benefit of the sector. Identifying these
individuals and helping them talk effectively about the value and benefit of jazz is the collective responsibility of the EJN members.
Advocacy can be effective at both an individual and organisational
level. For instance, EJN as a network can advocate to large organisations, funders and governments and has a collective status or brand
that an individual organisation may not have or may not be able to
achieve. However for the EJN to advocate effectively, it must have a
strategy and be able to identify where it wishes to aim its advocacy
effort. It must also have clear and consistent key messages (even
though these can be tailored or emphasised differently depending on
the recipient).
This relates back to the importance of authoritative data which is
collated in a useable format. For the EJN to be an effective advocate
it requires a flow of information from its members, which is currently
not at its optimum level (see ‘EJN and the importance of research’
above).
Advocacy on an individual, local level is equally important for the
health of the jazz sector and the same rules of engagement apply. In
this case it is about identifying influential individuals and approaching
them appropriately.
In both cases, individual and organisational, effective advocacy
strategy also includes being aware of ‘who is waiting in the wings’,
especially at times of political change.
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Related to this is understanding and being aware of changes in
legislation and being ready to voice what impact, positive or negative, this might have on the sector.
Collective advocacy is an option for the EJN. This would involve
identifying other similar organisations and creating a collective message or working with other organisations to take advantages of initiatives such as European Capitals of Culture. This requires lateral
thinking and leadership.
It was agreed that it is not enough just to say “look what is happening here” – it has to be backed up by evidence and data to demonstrate real value and impact. An effective approach is to use examples of success from other countries. For instance the Netherlands,
France and Norway are all effective advocates for jazz on a national
and international level.
Finally, it was acknowledged that advocacy, if taken seriously, is
a long journey which can be frustrating so it requires considerable
commitment. Ever-present marketing is an essential advocacy tool to
keep on the radar.
The Norwegian Jazz Federation (now Forum) was cited as a case
study. It began 20 years ago with a planned approach to the parliament in Norway and succeeded because of perseverance, collaboration with other genres of music and by selling the politicians a
solution rather than a set of problems for them to address. The Norwegian model has been very successful and has led to a situation
where the modern artistic product is appreciated all over the world.
Long term planning is very important and it is always good to be
mindful of the fact that regional finance can lead to national finance.

Tips: Be organised, plan ahead, have good documentation
and persevere.

Actions:
• Develop information and make EJN ‘key messages’ available which are common to all and can be used effectively on a local
level (the EJN website can be used effectively to carry this
information).
• Identify and nurture relations with key individuals and
organisations.
• Encourage communication within the network regarding
information which may impact positively or negatively on the
network (e.g., changes in legislation, key individuals, etc).
• Ensure all members are supplying information to EJN so that
it has evidence to back up its messages – including examples
of success.
• The music industry is part of the nation’s economic strength and
in order to start a Europe-wide advocacy network, all
organisations should make contact with at least one local
organisation that can be shared with EJN. In the UK, this could
be the Musicians’ Union.
No organisations were specifically tasked with implementing or acting on the points raised about advocacy but the Board of EJN may
wish to develop its advocacy role and to discuss creating a subcommittee to take this issue forward (perhaps related to research).
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The final session of the day was focused on Education and brought
the whole assembly together for presentations from individuals who
were willing to share their views and success.

Education Work: Case Studies of members’
education projects
Presenters: Xavier Lemettre, Banlieues Bleues Festival (France),
John Cumming, Serious/London Jazz Festival (UK), Tommy Smith,
Scottish National Jazz Orchestra (UK), Raymond MacDonald, Glasgow Improvisers Orchestra (UK), Ian Smith, Scottish Arts Council Youth Music Initiative (UK), Jenö Hartyándi, Media Wave (Hungary).
Chaired by David Francis, Dartington Hall Trust (UK)
Introduction: EJN first started discussion on this topic in 20042005 at Koningsburg in Norway and it remains a very important issue. The emphasis is on the musical development of young adults
and adults of all ages, and does not refer to academic education of
jazz musicians. This area of work aims to inspire and develop audiences, attract young people and other members of the community
and inform eveyone about the possibilities of engaging with music,
particularly jazz. It is perceived that the term ‘education’ is too restrictive for this area of work and the current thinking about it. Indeed, the terminology varies between countries and organisations
and in this seminar it was variously referred to as Learning & Participation (UK), Audience Development (Hungary) and ‘Actions Musicales (France).
Many members of the EJN are already working extensively in this
area, which can include public dialogues with musicians, participatory events for young people, schemes to develop emerging written
criticism on the genre, workshops in schools or concert halls, specialist instruction for teachers or students and conferences.
The EJN is interested in exploring ways in which projects of this
nature can spread awareness of jazz and how jazz can be used as
social force that emphasises that this music is for everyone. One
further benefit of education projects is that they can raise awareness of the work of an organisation and can be used to raise funds
from governments to finance broader work. Several case studies
were presented by the panellists, including:
Xavier Lemettre - Banlieues Bleues is a festival in the suburbs of Paris that explores and tackles economic, social and cultural barriers.
The festival is proud to present interesting musicians in unusual contexts and refers to this work as ‘actions musicales’, which can take
the form of workshops, master classes and free concerts in schools,
prisons and other non-traditional concert environments. In recent
years, this has led to bigger and more ambitious projects based on
direct contact between highly talented artists and non-professional participants of all ages, that are funded via government subsidy
called ‘politique de la ville’, which accounts for approximately one
third of all Banlieues Bleues’ finances. The raison d’être of all Banlieues Bleues ‘actions musicales’ is that they are produced as though
they are professional projects and performances and as such have
production values that are appropriate for these contexts.
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One significant musical action is ‘Subway Moon’ – a project with
US saxophonist Roy Nathanson, The Jazz Passengers, US rapper and beat boxer Napoleon Maddox, French flautist Magic Malik
and 100 students from New York and Paris. The project was characterised by its range of musical possibilities (singing, spoken word,
rapping, instrumental and performance development) and flexibility,
which means that it can travel to other locations.
John Cumming reinforced the importance to Serious’ portfolio of
Learning & Participation work at all levels. He gave examples of work
Serious is undertaking that includes pre-concert talks that are presented live and also broadcast on radio (Hear Me Talkin’ To Ya!), activities with school age children beyond the concert hall (Kinetika),
providing content for large-scale national initiatives where jazz is demystified for school children and teachers across the country (SingUp), conferences about music education produced on behalf of government departments (State of Play), encouraging writing about jazz
for non-journalists (The Write Stuff) and also the area of professional
development for established artists (Jerwood/PRSF Take Five Initiative). John addressed the importance of education for communicating the history of jazz, which is a relatively young art from and which
still needs investment in the understanding of its tradition and development.
Tommy Smith talked about his career and how he combines an active performing, composing and recording schedule with significant
amounts of teaching and mentoring. The two most important ways
that he achieves this are through the Scottish National Jazz Orchestra – the big band that he established 15 years ago and which has
developed into one of the UK’s most accomplished ensembles and
has been a platform to nurture and develop emerging Scottish talent,
and now the establishment of the first jazz course in Scotland at the
Royal Scottish Academy of Music, which took 10 years to achieve
and hosts its first intake of six students in 2009-2010.
Raymond MacDonald is an improvising saxophonist who uses music as a social and educational tool. He is the driving force behind
the Glasgow Improvisers Orchestra (GIO) as well as a professor in
music psychology and research. Raymond believes that everyone is
musical at a fundamental level and that all human beings have the
capacity to communicate through music from the earliest stages of
life. He demonstrated how he works with people of all ages and situations to overcome feelings of intimidation stemming from a lack of
knowledge about improvisation. He has also found that people with
profound learning difficulties respond favourably to music, so that it
aids their psychological and neurological development.
GIO runs workshop programmes at the Centre for Contemporary
Art in Glasgow and education programmes in schools and nurseries. GIO works frequently with graphic scores which provide structure but are easily accessible for those exploring improvisation for
the first time: the quality is always high. The basic premise is that
improvisation is a fundamental life force which everyone can access
as a means of expression and communication.
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Ian Smith is Head of Music at the Scottish Arts Council (SAC). He
spoke about the SAC’s Youth Music Initiative which is aimed at instrumental and singing teaching and is based on the premise that
by the sixth year of primary school each child in Scotland must have
one year of free music tuition in either singing or on an instrument.
This is a large-scale initiative that between 2003 and 2010 will have
had £65 million of Scottish government funding. SAC has five fulltime members of staff devoted to the delivery of this initiative, and
the mantra is ‘Access, Participation and Career Pathway Development’.
Jenõ Hartyándi - Media Wave Festival (Hungary) is developing an
Education Conference in 2010 and presented a proposal aimed at
attracting support from EJN members. Ideally located in Gyor on the
triple border of Hungary, Austria and Slovenia, Media Wave is interested in building audiences, expanding audience development initiatives across the region and developing projects not based around
formal educational structures, i.e., for the community, young people
and non-professional musicians. Media Wave invited conversations
about successful international examples, especially about musicians
who specialise in this area and welcomed input and participation
from interested EJN members and extended an invitation for members to attend and contribute to the new Education Conference.

Summary: There were three key messages relating to Education
work which were common to all presentations:
• Quality: take education work seriously and treat it like a
professional project - it has real benefits for the organisation
and for the participants.
• Skills development: for musicians and participants from all
walks of life regardless of their points of entry, education
work does not have to focus on children in school.
• Empowerment: access, participation, career development and
communication. Participation in education projects can have
many spin-offs for participants beyond the musical experience.
It can build on fundamental qualities and is a life force we all
have within us.

Actions: EJN will host a section on the website that provides examples for existing work and encourages EJN members to work together to develop not only projects in this area but also develop awareness about how to work in this very important area and to learn from
examples of success.
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EJN General Assembly 2009
Minutes of the Formal Meeting

President’s opening comments
The purpose of this meeting was to address the formal business of
the EJN. Nod Knowles, President, noted that the year had been very
positive with the EJN in its second year of European Commission
funding.
Key achievements in the year were noted as:
• An increase in membership numbers.
• Publishing a manifesto for the EJN.
• Establishment of a robust financial reporting and external
audit system.
• Clearly defined roles for staff.
• Implementation of the first phase of the economic impact
research project with clear plans for Phase 2.
• Publishing a comprehensive report from the 2007 and 2008
General Assemblies.
• Increased profile in the media and the development of an
EJN database of key contacts in this area.
It was clear that the 2008 EJN in Copenhagen recognised that the
EJN ‘had the vehicle’ but the challenge coming out of Copenhagen
was to ‘drive down the road’. The progress made since the 2008
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General Assembly indicates that the EJN has been making
good use of its resources and tangible new initiatives had
emerged (and still are emerging) from the membership.
Nod Knowles recognised that this is because the membership is genuinely engaged and motivated to act. The
whole EJN membership should be encouraged by the exciting projects and initiatives which have been discussed
during this General Assembly and can be confident that
action will be taken.

Proposal: That national organisations of any kind should
be eligible to become Full members (with full voting rights)
thus effectively removing the need at present for Associate
membership. The Proposal was approved by a majority of
current Full members with voting rights. Thus the status of
all current Associate members was changed to Full membership.

Proposal 2: Minutes of previous EJN General Assembly
The minutes from the Copenhagen General Assembly
2008 were accepted with no amendments.

The Board
The Board had been reviewing their ways of working. The
Board had decided to reduce the number of their meetings in order to reduce costs. They will have two meetings
per year ‘in person’ – one in April during JazzAhead! in
Bremen and one in September at the General Assembly.
Other meetings will be conducted via telephone and video
conferencing. This will have a positive impact in terms of
cost and the environment.
The Board was committed to attracting new members
and would like to see greater gender balance and regional
representation among its members.
In order to continue the contact-making and representation of EJN in various countries (which had previously been
done by holding Board meetings in new countries) a policy
of a staff member and one or two Board members making
such visits would substantially reduce costs but keep the
networking effort a priority in future EJN plans.

Reports

Membership

The EC funding was €44,000 for the period.

Since January 2009 13 new members had joined the EJN.
Antanas Gustys (Vilnius) was thanked for his role in recruiting new members. The membership now stands at 72.
It was noted that Filippo Bianchi and Lars Thorborg are
Honorary Members in respect of their significant contribution to the EJN.

It was noted that the EJN would hope to increase its EU
grant to €76,000 p/a, which is 70% of the organisation’s
budget when it applies for a new round of funds from 2011
onwards.

The financial report for 2008 was presented by
Xavier Lemettre.
It was noted that the EJN’s expendture breaks down
as follows:
• General Assembly 38%
• Board Meetings 30%
• Personnel 30%
• Other Meetings 9%
• Accounts 4%
• Misc and contingency 3%
The EJN’s cashflow situation had improved, helped by
prompt payment from the EC. The accounts for 2008 had
been audited by an external auditor in Italy. The accounts
show a positive balance of €950.

and was far better organised than in previous years – he
appreciated the fact that documents were issued well in
advance of the EJN General Assembly.
A question was posed about the possibility of raising
additional funds for the EJN; the website was cited as a
potential source of advertising revenue. It was noted that
online advertising was not attractive for users; sponsored
links may be more appropriate. It was also noted that the
website was not yet sufficiently used beyond the membership and therefore may have limited appeal to potential
purchasers of advertising space.
The current economic crisis was raised. A question was
posed to the Board about whether the EJN should be assessing the impact of the economic crisis on the jazz sector (including the EJN membership) and communicating
this as part of its advocacy work for the sector. The Board
noted the concern and agreed to address this topic at its
next meeting with a view to presenting a strategy to the
membership, although this may now focus on how the jazz
sector is planning to respond to the opportunities posed
by a recovering international economy.

Future plans
The workplan for EJN, its staff and Board for 2010 will focus on the following topics:
•
•
•
•

Audiences and audience mobility
Artists and artist mobility
Advocacy and how the EJN can be most effective
Networking and how to use opportunities such as
JazzAhead! most effectively
• Research – the impact of the sector
• Information and media – including information
exchange but also profile raising for the sector
and the EJN.

The accounts were proposed for adoption by Gerry Godley, seconded by John Cumming and approved by the
membership.

The 2010 EJN General Assembly will be held in Istanbul
from 23 to 26 September. In 2011 it will be held in Estonia.
Both these host cities are EU Capitals of Cultures in their
respective years.

Proposal 1: Membership

Questions and comments from the membership

Board Elections

There are currently four types of membership:
Full, Associate, Benefactor and Honorary.

A proposal was tabled by Lars Mossefinn (Vestnorsk Jazzsenter) for consideration by the Board. It was described as
a proposal to review EJN Bylaws in time for 2010 General
Assembly but since the document could not be read by
the membership at this meeting it was not discussed further. The Board agreed to review the proposal as part of
the overall review of EJN’s structure and operation. Lars
Mossefinn also noted that the EJN had moved forward

Xavier Lemettre, Huub van Riel (*) and Enrico Blumer had
ended their periods of Board membership. Therefore,
there were three vacancies on the Board.
The following three candidates had put themselves forward and were unanimously elected by the membership to
the Board for a term of three years:
• Oliver Belopeta (Macedonia)
• Antoine Bos (France)
• Annamaija Saarela (Finland)

(*) Initially Huub van Riel was standing for re-election,
which would have required a ballot in this meeting. However, Huub van Riel decided (during the EJN General Assembly meeting) that it was in the interests of the Board
for him to stand down to make way for new members
(given that the Board has outlined objectives of achieving
more regional representation and better gender balance).
His decision removed the need for a ballot as the membership unanimously approved the election of the three
candidates noted above.

Formal thanks
The three founder members of EJN stepping down from
the Board - Huub van Riel, Enrico Blumer and Xavier
Lemettre – were thanked for their long and distinguished
service to the EJN as Board members.
EJN’s staff members - Giambattista Tofoni and Anki Heikkinen – were thanked for their year round work for EJN.
There were thanks and congratulations to the hosts of
the 2009 General Assembly - Glasgow International Jazz
Festival and its staff, especially Jill Roger and Graham
McKenzie - and the Glasgow Concert Halls and UNESCO
City of Music – represented by Louise Mitchell. Jazz Services (UK) were thanked for the daily music showcases.
Financial supporters - Scottish Arts Council, Scottish Jazz
Federation, PRS for Music Foundation, British Council,
Scotland with Style and the City of Glasgow - were warmly
thanked for their generous assistance.
President Nod Knowles closed the 2009 General Assembly after offering EJN’s thanks to all speakers, session
leaders, guests from the media, musicians and artists,
report writers, the photographer and graphic designer as
well as the membership itself for their role in establishing
EJN as a ‘members action organisation’.

Formal Proposals and Reports

Associate members do not have voting rights, because
they are often umbrella organisations (as opposed to individual festivals, promoters, etc) whose primary remit may
not be jazz, even though their work engages with the jazz
sector (e.g., national music information centres).
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Thursday 24 September
10.00  - 17.30 – Registration
at Glasgow Royal Concert Hall
12.00  - 19.00 – Free time
for members to take lunch and explore Glasgow
17.00 – Board Meeting
19.00 – Welcome Reception
at Glasgow Royal Concert Hall
hosted by Glasgow Jazz Festival,
Jazz Services and Scottish Arts Council
20.00  -  22.30 – British Jazz Concert
at Glasgow Royal Concert Hall, Strathclyde Suite
featuring:
• Stu Brown’s Raymond Scott Project
• Tom Cawley’s Curios
• Ryan Quigley Sextet
• Get the Blessing
23.00  -  24.00 – Late Night Concert
at Oshi, Park Inn featuring:
• NewT

What happened, when and where

00.00  -  02.00 – Late Night Jam Session
hosted by Cathie Rae
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Friday 25 September
09.00 – Registration
at Glasgow Royal Concert Hall
10.00  - 12.00 – Informal meeting and networking
10.00  - 12.00 – Briefing by Board members of chairs,
speakers and presenters of seminars and working group sessions and of staff, including reporters
12.00  - 13.30 – Lunch hosted by British Council
14.00  - 14.45 – Presentations
led by Nod Knowles (chair) with speakers
Michael Connarty, MP, Francesco Martinelli
and Louise Mitchell
14.45  - 15.00 – Coffee/Tea
15.00  - 16.00 – Small group sessions:
Practical musical/artistic projects between
the EJN members
16.00  - 16.30 – Break
16.30  - 17.30 – Small group sessions:
Practical musical/artistic projects between
the EJN members
17.30  - 18.00 - Small group sessions round up:
Brief reports on the progress towards collaborations made in the small group sessions
18.30  - 19.30 - Civic Reception
at Glasgow City Chambers hosted
by Glasgow City Council and
the Lord Provost of Glasgow
20.00  -  22.30 - British Jazz Concert
at Old Fruitmarket featuring:
• Liane Carroll
• Scottish National Jazz Orchestra
with Brian Kellock
• Neon
Interval Drinks Reception hosted by
Scottish Music Centre
23.00  -  24.00 - Late Night Concert
at Oshi, Park Inn featuring:
• Troyka
00.00  -  02.00 - Late Night Jam Session
hosted by Cathie Rae
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Saturday 26 September
09.30  - 10.00 – Coffee/Tea
at Glasgow Royal Concert Hall
10.00  - 10.45 – Short presentations
10.45  - 11.15 – Break
11.15  - 13.00 – Group sessions
13.00  - 14.00 – Lunch
14.00  - 14.45 – Reporting back from
the groups and their practical plans
14.45  - 16.00 – Education Work
Presentations and panel discussion - case studies
of members’ education projects and practical proposals
for network collaborations in education
16.00  - 16.30 – Coffee/Tea
16.30  - 17.50 – EJN Formal General Assembly
including elections for Board membership
16.30  - 17.50 – Media Group
of journalists meeting (formed in Bremen)
17.50  - 18.00 – Round up
18.00  - 19.45 – Dinner
20.00  -  22.30 – British Jazz Concert
at Old Fruitmarket featuring:
• Phil Bancroft ‘Home - Small as the World’
• Raymond MacDonald Group
• Rhythmica
• Paul Towndrow Quartet
• Trio VD
Interval Drinks Reception hosted by Glasgow –
UNESCO City of Music
23.00  -  24.00 – Late Night Concert
at Oshi, Park Inn featuring:
• Alyn Cosker Trio
00.00  -  02.00 – Late Night Jam Session
hosted by Cathie Rae
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Sunday 27 September
09.00  - 11.00 – EJN Board meeting
12.00 – Whisky distillery visit
Auchentoshan Distillery
Lunch hosted by Scottish Jazz Federation,
thanks and close of conference.

This project has been funded with support from the
European Commission. This publication reflects the
views only of the author, and the Commission cannot
be heldresponsible for any use which may be made
of the information contained therein.
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Participants at the Europe Jazz Network
General Assembly 2009 in Glasgow
GA Host
Jill Rodger
Glasgow Jazz Festival
UK
jill@jazzfest.co.uk
GA Host
Graham McKenzie
Huddersfield Contemporary
Music Festival
UK
g.mckenzie@hud.ac.uk
				
EJN President
Nod Knowles
Bath Festivals
UK
nod.knowles@bathfestivals.org.uk
EJN Vice-President
Huub Van Riel
Bimhuis
Netherlands
huub@bimhuis.nl
EJN Board:
Gerry Godley
Improvised Music Company
Ireland
gerry@improvisedmusic.ie
John Cumming
Serious / London Jazz Festival
UK
john@serious.org.uk
Peter Schulze
JazzAhead!
Germany
peter.schulze@nwn.de
Antanas Gustys
Vilnius Jazz Festival
Lithuania
office@vilniusjazz.lt
Bo Grønningsæter
Vestnorsk Jazzsenter
Norway
bog@vestnorskjazzsenter.no
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Enrico Blumer
Clusone Jazz Promotion
Italy
enrico.blumer@tiscali.it
Xavier Lemettre
Banlieues Bleues
France
xavier@banlieuesbleues.org
EJN Honorary Member:
Lars Thorborg
Denmark
jazzconsult@gmail.com

EJN staff:
EJN Project Manager
Giambattista Tofoni
TAM Tutta un’altra Musica Eventi
Italy
battista@europejazz.net
EJN Information Coordinator
Anki Heikkinen
EJN Information Coordinator
Finland
anki@europejazz.net

GA Personnel:
David Francis
EJN Report Writer
UK
d.francis@dartington.org
Martel Ollerenshaw
EJN Report Writer/Serious
UK
martel@serious.org.uk
Maarit Kytöharju
EJN Photographer/Designer
Finland
maaritkytoharju@gmail.com

Nina Hurum
Rikskonsertene
Norway
nina.hurum@rikskonsertene.no
EJN Members:
Joe Paice
Jazz Services
UK
info@jazzservices.org.uk
Annamaija Saarela
Raahe Festival
Finland
annamaijasa@gmail.com
Heli Vainio
Raahe Festival
Finland
heli.vainio@rajatsi.fi
Mehmet Ulug
Akbank Jazz Festival
Turkey
mehmet@pozitif-ist.com
Katrien van Remortel
Flanders Music Centre
Belgium
katrien@muziekcentrum.be
Liliane Graziani
Wallonie Bruxelles Musiques
Belgium
liliane.graziani@cfwb.be
Ferran Lopez
ContraBaix
Spain
ferran@contrabaix.com
Marcel Kranendonk
Utrecht Jazz Festival
Netherlands
marcel@sjujazz.nl
Antoine Bos
Afijma
France
antoine@afijma.asso.fr

Bernt Andersson
Nefertiti Jazz
Sweden

Sybille Kornitschky
Jazzahead
Germany
kornitschky@mgh-bremen.de

Jaak Sooäär
Estonian Jazz Union
Estonia
jaak_sooaar@hotmail.com

Lennart Strömbäck
Umea Jazz Festival
Sweden
lennart.stromback@
norrlandsoperan.se

Oliver Belopeta
Skopje Jazz Festival
Macedonia
sjf@skopjejazzfest.com.mk

Tanel Ruben
Estonian Jazz Union
Estonia
tanelruben@hot.ee

Trude Storheim
Vossa Jazz
Norway
trude@vossajazz.no

Paul Gompes
Music Centrum Nederland
Netherlands
paul@mcn.nl

Helleik Kvinnesland
Maijazz / Stavanger Jazzforum
Norway
helleik@maijazz.no

Line Juul
Nasjonal Jazzscene
Norway
line@nasjonaljazzscene.no

Sophie Blussé
Music Centrum Nederland
Netherlands

Maati Rehor
Finnish Jazz Federation
Finland
maati.rehor@jazzliitto.fi

Anne Erm
Jazzkaar
Estonia
anne@jazzkaar.ee

Bogdan Benigar
Ljubljana Jazz Festival
Slovenia
bogdan.benigar@cd-cc.si

Jenõ Hartyándi
Mediawave
Hungary
hartyand@mediawave.hu

Tamas Bognar
Budapest Music Center (bmc)
Hungary
tamas.bognar@bmc.hu
Wim Wabbes
Vooruit Arts Centre
Belgium
wim@vooruit.be
Pål Fidjestøl
Kongsberg Jazz Festival
Norway
pal@kongsberg-jazzfestival.no
Bengt Strokirk
Rikskonserter
Sweden
bengt.strokirk@rikskonserter.se
Jan Lundin
Nefertiti Jazz
Sweden
janne@nefertiti.se

Interpreter to Mr Hartyándi
Ágnes Szöllõsi
Mediawave
Hungary
szollosiagnes@yahoo.com
Konstantin Schmidt
Sibiu Jazz
Romania
office@sibiujazz.eu
Tony Dudley Evans
Cheltenham Jazz Festival
UK
dudley.evans@virgin.net
Ian George
Cheltenham Jazz Festival
UK
ian.george@
cheltenhamfestivals.com

Kornel Magyar
Hungarian Jazz Art Co.
Hungary
magyar.kornel@gmail.com
Lars Mossefinn
Vestnorsk Jazzsenter
Norway
lars.mossefinn@gmail.com
Fernando Sousa
Casa da Musica
Portugal
fsousa@casadamusica.com
Kåre Emtoft
Jazz Denmark
Denmark
ke@jazzdanmark.dk
Marga Bokelund
Jazz Denmark
Denmark
info@jazzdanmark.dk
Bjarne Fischer Juhl - Zadis
Jazz Denmark
Denmark
zadis@jazzdanmark.dk
Lars Meiling
Jazz Denmark
Denmark
lm@jazzdanmark.dk
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Signe Lodrup
Copenhagen Jazz Festival
Denmark
signe@jazzfestival.dk

Hans Olav Solli
Molde Jazz Festival
Norway
hansolav@moldejazz.no

Egbert Rühl
Enjoy Jazz
Germany
egbert.ruehl@mannheim.de

Jamie Forrest
Bath Festivals
UK
jamie.forrest@bathfestivals.org.uk

Christian Dalgas
Copenhagen Jazz Festival
Denmark
dalgas@jazzfestival.dk

Christiane Böhnke-Geisse
Jazzclub Unterfahrt
Germany
pr@unterfahrt.de

Rainer Kern
Enjoy Jazz
Germany
kern@enjoyjazz.de

Kenneth Hansen
Copenhagen Jazz Festival
Denmark
kenneth@jazzfestival.dk

Viktor Attila Bori
Hungarian Jazz Federation
Hungary
borijazz@gmail.com

Indre Jucaite
Kaunas Jazz Festival
Lithuania
indre@kaunasjazz.lt

Jon Newey
JazzWise/EMG
UK
jon@jazzwise.com
Christine Stephan
Jazzthetik Germany
Germany
jazz@jazzthetik.de

Jon Skjerdal
Nattjazz
Norway
jon.skjerdal@nattjazz.no

Peter Schneider
Hungarian Jazz Federation
Hungary

Oliver Weindling
Vortex Jazz Club
UK
oliver@babellabel.co.uk

Finn Johansen
Nattjazz
Norway

Kevin Appelby
Turner Sims Concert Hall
UK
kma@soton.ac.uk

Tore Flesjø
Norskjazz Forum
Norway
tore@jazzforum.no

Josephine Grollemund
Grenoble Jazz Festival
France
josephine@jazzgrenoble.com

Camilla Slaattun Brauer
Norskjazz Forum
Norway
camilla@jazzforum.no

Terese Larsson
Swedish Jazz Federation
Sweden
terese@swedejazz.se

Jan Granlie
Norskjazz Forum
Norway
jan@jazzforum.no

Magnus Thuvesson
Swedish Jazz Federation
Sweden

Pompeo Benincasa
Catania Jazz
Sicily
benincasa@blumusic.net
Magnus Palmquist
Fasching Jazz Club
Sweden
magnus.fasching@gmail.com
Minnakaisa Kuivalainen
Tampere Jazz Happening
Finland
minnakaisa.kuivalainen@tampere.fi

Marius Giura
Jazz Banat Cultural Foundation
Romania
marius@garana-jazz.ro

			
EJN Invited Guests:
Michael Connarty
Member of UK parliament
UK
connartym@parliament.uk
Francesco Martinelli
Siena Jazz Archives
Italy
francesco.martinelli@gmail.com
Ros Rigby
The Sage Gateshead
UK
ros.rigby@thesagegateshead.org
Madli-Liis Parts
Tallinn 2011 Foundation
Estonia
madli-liis.parts@tallinn2011.ee

Andrea Molnar
Budapest Music Center (bmc)
Hungary

Raymond MacDonald
Glasgow Improvisers Orchestra
UK
Raymond.MacDonald@gcal.ac.uk

Jean-Pierre Bissot
Gaume Jazz Festival
Belgium
jmlb@jeunessesmusicales.be

Tommy Smith
Scottish National Jazz Orchestra
UK
ts@snjo.co.uk
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Thierry Quénum
Jazz Magazine/Jazz.com
France
thierry.quenum@wanadoo.fr
Keith Loxam
BBC Radio 3/Scotland
UK
keith.loxam@bbc.co.uk
Rob Adams
Glasgow Herald
UK
info@robadamsjournalist.com
Kerstan Mackness
RiotSquad
UK
kerstanmac@googlemail.com
				
Host Invited Guests:
Louise Mitchell
Glasgow
UNESCO City of Music
UK
louise.mitchell@
glasgowcityofmusic.com

David Stewart
British Council
UK
Phil Catchpole
British Council
UK
Peter Lee
Hong Kong Jazz Festival
China
John Phillips
New Festival Productions
USA
Frank Bolder
North Sea Jazz Festival
Netherlands
Chris Hodgkins
Jazz Services
UK
Ayesha Allen
Air MTM
UK
James Wright
Elastic Artists
UK
Janine Irons
Dune Music
UK
Cathie Rae
Thick Skinned Productions
UK
cathie@thick-skinned.com

John Blandford
Jazz Services
UK
Amy Pearce
Serious/London Jazz Festival
UK
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EJN Members at the time of the
General Assembly 2009 in Glasgow
AUSTRIA
Porgy and Bess
Christoph Huber
Riemergasse 11
A-1010 Vienna
Tel. +43 1 5037009
+43 1 5037008
porgy@porgy.at
www.porgy.at

Wallonie Bruxelles Musiques
Liliana Graziani
18 Place E. Flagey (bte 10)
1050 Brussels
Tel. + 32 2 2186209
+ 32 2 2183424
liliana.graziani@cfwb.be
www.wbm.be

ESTONIA
CROATIA

BELGIUM
Flanders Music Centre
Katrien van Remortel
Steenstraat 25
BE-1000 Brussels
Tel. +32 2 5049090
+ 32 2 5028103
katrien@muziekcentrum.be
www.flandersmusic.be

B.P. Club
Bosko Petrovic
Teslina 7
10000 Zagreb
Tel. +3851 4814444
+ 3851 6170044
kolja.petrovic@yahoo.com
www.bpclub.hr

DENMARK
Gaume Jazz Festival
Jean-Pierre Bissot
24, rue Camille Joset
B.6730 Rossignol
Tel. +32 6341 2281
+ 32 6341 2282
jp.bissot@jeunessesmusicales.be
www.gaume-jazz.be
Motives Festival
Karin Laenen
Dieplaan 2
3600 Genk
karin@motivesfestival.com
www.motivesfestival.com
Vooruit Kunstencentrum
Wim Wabbes
Sint Pietersnieuwstraat 23B
9000 Ghent
Tel. +32 9 26728 86
+  32 9 26728 99
wim@vooruit.be
www.vooruit.be
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Lars Thorborg
Honorary Member of EJN
Copenhagen
Tel.+ 45 36 16 56 32
jazzconsult@gmail.com
www.brorecordings.com

Copenhagen Jazz Festival
Signe Lopdrup
Norregade 6, 1.
1165 Copenhagen
Tel. + 45 33 932013
+45 33 932024
signe@jazzfestival.dk
www.jazzfestival.dk
Copenhagen JazzHouse
Lennart Ginman
Niels Hemmingsens Gade 10,
DK-1153 Copenhagen K
Tel.+ 45 3315 4700
+ 45 3315 0366
lg@jazzhouse.dk
www.jazzhouse.dk
JazzDanmark
Kare Emtoft
Nytorv 3, 3.
DK-1450 Copenhagen
Tel.+ 45 33454305
+ 45 33454311
info@jazzdanmark.dk
www.jazzdanmark.dk

Estonian Jazz Union
Jaak Sooaar
Nomme Tee 48-32
13417 Tallinn
Tel.+ 372 55 545302
info@estjazz.ee
www.estjazz.ee
Jazzkaar Festivals
Anne Erm
Gonsiori 21
10147 Tallinn
Tel.+ 372 6 114405
+ 372 6 114487
info@jazzkaar.ee
www.jazzkaar.ee

FINLAND
Finnish Jazz Federation
Maati Rehor
Arabiankatu 2
00560 Helsinki
Tel.+ 358 9 7572077
+ 358 9 7572067
info@jazzliitto.fi
www.jazzliitto.fi
Rajatsi ry - Raahe Jazz Festival
Annamaija Saarela
Kauppakatu 23
92100 Raahe
Tel.+ 385 50 307 6095
annamaijasa@gmail.com
www.rajatsi.fi
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Tampere Jazz Happening
Juhamatti Kauppinen
Tullikamarin aukio 2
FI-33100 Tampere
Tel.+ 358 50 5308 777
+ 358 3 2230121
music@tampere.fi
www.tampere.fi/jazz
Umo
Eeva Pirkkala
Katajanokanlaituri 5
00160 Helsinki
Tel.+ 358 45 1290 160
jazz@umo.fi
www.umo.fi

FRANCE
Afijma
Antoine Bos
76 rue de Menilmontant
75020 Paris
Tel.+ 33 1 42360012
+ 33 1 42360032
contact@afijma.asso.fr
www.afijma.asso.fr
Banlieues Bleues
Xavier Lemettre
9 rue Gabrielle Josserand
93500 Pantin
Tel.+ 33 1 49221010
+ 33 1 49221011
xavier@banlieuesbleues.org
www.banlieuesbleues.org
Grenoble Jazz Festival
Jacques Panisset
6 Rue Hector Berlioz
38002 - Bp 135 Grenoble
Tel.+ 33 4 76516532
+ 33 4 76448183
contact@jazzgrenoble.com
www.jazzgrenoble.com
Jazzdor / Festival de
Jazz de Strasbourg
Philippe Ochem
25, rue des freres
67000 Strasbourg
Tel.+ 33 3 88363048
+ 33 3 88371357
info@jazzdor.com
www.jazzdor.com
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GERMANY
Enjoy Jazz
Rainer Kern
Bauamtsgasse 5
69117 Heidelberg
Tel.+ 49 6221 5835850
+ 49 6221 5835770
info@enjoyjazz.de
www.enjoyjazz.de
JazzAhead!
Peter Schulze
Sybille Kornitschky
WFB Wirtschaftsförderung
Bremen GmbH
Findorffstraße 101
28215 Bremen
Tel.+ 49 421 3505 268
+ 49 421 3505 681
info@jazzahead.de
www.jazzahead.de
Jazzclub Unterfahrt
Michael Stueckl
Einsteinstrasse 42
D-81675 Munich
Tel.+ 49 89 4190 2945
+ 49 89 4190 2946
pr@unterfahrt.de
www.unterfahrt.de
Stadtgarten Jazzhaus
Reiner Michalke
40 Venloer Strasse
50672 Cologne
Tel.+ 49 221 95299411
+ 49 221 9529949
rm@stadtgarten.de
www.stadtgarten.de

Hungarian Jazz Federation
Viktor Bori
Varosligeti Fasor, 38
Budapest
Tel.+ 36 1 4795164
+ 36 1 4795172
borijazz@gmail.com
www.jazzszovetseg.hu
Magyar Jazz Kht. - Hungarian Jazz Art
Robert Zoltan Hunka
Margareta utca 13.
1126 Budapest
Tel.+ 36 20 9796569
info@hunniarecords.com
roberthunka@hunniarecords.com
www.majazz.hu
Mediawave International
Film and Music Festival
Jenõ Hartyándi
3 Kazinczy street
9021 Györ
Tel.+ 36 96 517666, + 36 96 328888
+ 36-96-517667
hartyand@mediawave.hu
www.mediawave.hu

IRELAND
Improvised Music Company
Gerry Godley
68 Dame Street
2 Dublin
Tel.+ 353 1 6703885
+ 353 1 6703890
info@improvisedmusic.ie
www.improvisedmusic.ie

ITALY
HUNGARY
Budapest Music Center (bmc)
Tamas Bognar
Lonyay u. 41.
1093 Budapest
Tel.+ 36 1 4761092
+ 36 1 2167897
tamas.bognar@bmc.hu
www.bmc.hu

Associazione Catania Jazz
Pompeo Benincasa
Corso Martiri della Liberta’ 38
95131 Catania
Tel.+ 39 091 307152
+ 39 091 342596
pompeo@camconcerti.com
www.cataniajazz.it

Clusone Jazz Promotion
Roberto Bottini
Via Bonomo De Bernardi 5
24023 Clusone, Bg
Tel.+ 39 0346 23823
+ 39 0346 23823
info@clusonejazz.it
www.clusonejazz.it
Filippo Bianchi
The initiator and founder of EJN
– Honorary member
Piazza S. Jacini 5
Rome
bianchif@tin.it
Jazz Network
Sandra Costantini
Via Montelungo 4
48124 Ravenna
Tel.+ 39 0544 405666
+ 39 0544 405656
ejn@ejn.it
www.erjn.it
Tam Tutta Un’ Altra Musica Eventi SCRL
Giambattista Tofoni
Via Parco Della Rimembranza 15
63024 Grottazzolina, Ap
Tel.+ 39 0734 636371
+ 39 0734 636371
info@eventi.org
www.eventi.org

LITHUANIA
Kaunas Jazz
Indre Jucaite
Rotuses Square 29
LT-44033 - P.d.
856 Kaunas
Tel.+ 370 37 750145
+ 370 37 750145
info@kaunasjazz.lt
www.kaunasjazz.lt
Vilnius Jazz Festival
Antanas Gustys
P. Skorinos 16-2
LT - 03103 Vilnius
Tel.+ 370 5 2130448
+ 370 5 2784168
office@vilniusjazz.lt
www.vilniusjazz.lt

MACEDONIA
Skopje Jazz Festival
Oliver Belopeta
Ul. Maksim Gorki 5
1000 Skopje
Tel.+ 389 2 3131090
+ 389 2 3225033
sjf@)skopjejazzfest.com.mk
www.skopjejazzfest.com.mk

Molde International Jazz Festival
Jan Ole Otnæs
P.o. Box 415
N - 6401 Molde
Tel.+ 47 71 203150
+ 47 71 203151
post@moldejazz.no
www.moldejazz.no

Vossa Jazz
Trude Storheim
P.o. Box 223
N - 5702 Voss
Tel.+ 47 56529911
post@vossajazz.no
www.vossajazz.no

Nasjonal jazzscene
Jon Olav Kringeland
Karl Johans gt 18c
N - 0159 Oslo
Tel.+ 47 23896923
+ 47 23896924
jonolav@nasjonaljazzscene.no
www.nasjonaljazzscene.no

PORTUGAL

Nattjazz Festival
Jon Skjerdal
Georgernes Verft 12
N - 5011 Bergen
Tel.+ 47 55 307250
+ 47 55 307260
jon.skjerdal@nattjazz.no
www.nattjazz.no
Norsk Jazzforum
Tore Flesjo
PO Box 330 Sentrum
N - 0103 Oslo
Tel.+ 47 2200 5660
+ 47 2200 5661
norsk@jazzforum.no
www.jazzforum.no

NORWAY
Kongsberg Jazzfestival
Tor Dalaker Lund
Postboks 791
3606 Kongsberg
Tel.+ 47 32733166
+ 47 32731366
t-dalund@online.no
www.kongsberg-jazzfestival.no

Rikskonsertene Norwegian Concert Institute
Nina Hurum
P.o. Box 4261, Nydalen
N - 0401 Oslo
Tel.+ 47 22 025900
+ 47 22 025901
www.rikskonsertene.no
nina.hurum@rikskonsertene.no

Maijazz / Stavanger Jazzforum
Helleik Kvinnesland
P.o. Box 6
4001 Stavanger
Tel.+ 47 51 846668
+ 47 51 846673
helleik@maijazz.no
www.maijazz.no

Vestnorsk Jazzsenter
Bo Gronningsæter
Georgernes Verft 12
N - 5011 Bergen
Tel.+ 47 5 5307256 0
+ 47 5 5307260
bog@vestnorskjazzsenter.no
www.vestnorskjazzsenter.no

LATVIA
Liepaja City Culture Department
Kaspars Vecvagars
Rozu laukums 5/6 96
LV-3401 Liepaja
Tel.+ 371 2 630 8418
+ 371 6 348 3949
kaspars.vecvagars@dome.liepaja.lv
www.ailejazz.lv
Rigas Ritmi Festival
Maris Briezkalns
Kr. Valdemara str. 5
LV-1010 Riga
Tel.+ 371 67105216
+ 371 67105216
info@rigasritmi.lv
www.rigasritmi.lv
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Fundacao Casa da Musica
Fernando Sousa
Avenida da Boavista, 604-610
4149-071 Porto
Tel.+ 351 220 120 244
+ 351 220 120 268
www.casadamusica.com
fsousa@casadamusica.com

ROMANIA
Jazz Banat Cultural Foundation
Marius Giura
str.3 august 1919 nr.21,ap.12
300092 Timisoara
Tel.+ 40256433281
+ 40256433281
marius@garana-jazz.ro
www.garana-jazz.ro
www.timisoara-jazz.ro
Pro Art Hermannstadt Foundation
Hilarius Konstantin Schmidt
16 Campului St.
550126 Sibiu
Tel.+ 40 369 405490
+ 40 369 224282
www.sibiujazz.eu
office@sibiujazz.eu

SLOVENIA
Cankarjev dom
Bogdan Benigar
Presernova C. 10
SI-1000 Ljubljana
Tel.+ 386 1 2417147
+ 386 1 2417298
info@ljubljanajazz.si
www.ljubljanajazz.si
www.cd-cc.si
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SPAIN
ContraBaix
Ferran Lopez
Vidal i Ribas 23-25
08980 Sant Feliu de
Llobregat Barcelona
Tel.+ 34936853242
+ 34936327219
www.contrabaix.com
ferran@contrabaix.com
Oficina tecnica festivales
de jazz de Granada
Mariche Huertas de la Camara
Casa Morisca
Calle Horno Del Oro 14
Granada
Tel.+ 34 958 215980
+ 34 958 215982
www.jazzgranada.es
mariche@jazzgranada.es

SWEDEN
Fasching
Lasse Nilsson
Gamla Brogatan 44
111 20 Stockholm
Tel.+ 46 8 53482960
+ 46 8 21 0506
www.fasching.se
lasse@fasching.se
Jazzföreningen Nefertiti
Jan Lundin
Hvitfeldtsplatsen 6
S - 41120 Göteborg
Tel.+ 46 31 151545
+ 46 31 7750941
janne@nefertiti.se
www.nefertiti.se
Rikskonserter
Swedish Concert Institute
Bengt Strokirk
Nybrokajen 11
S-41120 Stockholm
Tel.+ 46 8 4071600
+ 46 8 4071648
bengt.strokirk@rikskonserter.se
www.rikskonserter.se

Swedish Jazz Federation
Terese Larsson
Box 16344
103 26 Stockholm
Tel.+ 46 8 4071743
+ 46 8 4071749
terese@swedejazz.se
www.swedejazz.se
Umea Jazz Festival
Lennart Strömbäck
Box 360
90108 Umea
Tel.+ 46 90 154306
+ 46 90 126845
lennart.stromback@
norrlandsoperan.se
www.umeajazzfestival.se

THE NETHERLANDS
Bimhuis - Stichting Jazz
Huub Van Riel
Piet Heinkade 3
1019 BR Amsterdam
Tel.+ 31 20 7882150
+ 31 20 7882180
huub@bimhuis.nl
www.bimhuis.nl
Music Center
The Netherlands, jazz dept.
Paul Gompes
Rokin 111
1012 KN Amsterdam
Tel.+ 31 20 3446080
+ 31 20 6733588
paul@mcn.nl
www.mcn.nl
SJU Jazzpodium /
Utrecht Jazz Fest
Marcel Kranendonk
Postbus 19099
3501 DB Utrecht
Tel.+ 31 30 2340915
+ 31 30 2333486
info@sjujazz.nl
www.sjujazz.nl
www.utrechtjazzfest.nl

TURKEY
Akbank Jazz Festival
Mehmet Ulug
Sehbender Sok. no. 8/1
Asmalimescit-Tunel-Beyoglu
34433 Istanbul
Tel.+ 90 212 3340100
+ 90 212 2434527
info@pozitif.info
www.akbankjazz.com

UNITED KINGDOM
Bath Festivals
Nod Knowles
Abbey Chambers
Kingston Buildings
Bath BA1 1NT
Tel.+ 44 1225 462231
+ 44 1225 445551
info@bathfestivals.org.uk
www.bathmusicfest.org.uk
Cheltenham Jazz Festival
Tony Dudley-Evans
Ian George
109 Bath Road
Cheltenham GL53 7LS
Tel.+ 44 1242 774400
+ 44 1242 256457
ian.george@cheltenhamfestivals.com
www.cheltenhamfestivals.com
Glasgow International
Jazz Festival
Jill Rodger
81, High Street
Glasgow G1 1NB
Tel.+ 44 141 5523552
+ 44 141 5523592
jill@jazzfest.co.uk
www.jazzfest.co.uk

Serious Events /
London Jazz Festival
John Cumming
51 Kingsway Place
Sans Walk, Clerkenwell
London EC1R 0LU
Tel.+ 44 20 73241880
+ 44 20 73241881
john@serious.org.uk
www.serious.org.uk
The Vortex Jazz Club
Oliver Weindling
11 Gillett Street
London N16 8JH
Tel.+ 44 20 7993 3643
+ 4420 79233609
oliver@babellabel.co.uk
www.vortexjazz.co.uk
Turner Sims Concert Hall
Kevin Appleby
University of Southampton
Southampton SO17 1BJ
Tel.+ 44 23 8059 2223
+ 44 23 8059 2505
kma@soton.ac.uk
www.turnersims.co.uk
Huddersfield Contemporary
Music Festival
Graham McKenzie
Room TC/09
University of Huddersfield
Huddersfield HD1 3DH
Tel.+ 44 1484 425082
+ 44 1484 472957
info@hcmf.co.uk
www.hcmf.co.uk

Jazz Services Ltd.
Joe Paice
First Floor, 132 Southwark
Street, London SE1 0SW
Tel.+ 44 20 79289089
+ 44 20 74016870
info@jazzservices.org.uk
www.jazzservices.org.uk
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